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Abstract: This study investigated at what point in a sentence native Japanese speakers begin to build long-distance dependencies while reading English relative clauses (RCs) by conducting two self-paced reading experiments. Experiment 1 revealed that Japanese learners of English construct long-distance dependency immediately after reading a verb by demonstrating “plausibility mismatch effects” at the verb site. On the contrary, Experiment 2 did not find evidence that they form a long-distance dependency before a verb, that is, no “transitivity mismatch effect.” On the basis of these results, this study proposes that Japanese learners of English initiate long-distance dependency formation immediately after encountering a verb, but it does not precede the appearance of a verb. This extends previous findings that it is difficult to generate predictions in the processing of non-native languages, to a structural processing level.*
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1. Introduction

In native language (L1) comprehension, sentence processing operates incrementally in the sense that the language processor builds a syntactic representation immediately after perceiving new linguistic input (Altmann and Kamide 1999, Crain and Fodor 1985, Frazier and Clifton 1989, Kamide, Altmann, and Haywood 2003, Miyamoto 2002, Tanenhaus et al. 1995, Traxler and Pickering 1996). The present study uses the term incremental to refer to a process in which the language processor incorporates bottom-up information from actual input into a mental representation without a substantial delay. Recent studies have further shown evidence for top-down, predictive L1 processing, which refers to the processing of some information before encountering bottom-up evidence avail-
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In non-native language (L2) comprehension, the extant literature shows that L2 learners build syntactic structures as incrementally as L1 speakers do in the processing of certain structural dependencies, including filler-gap dependencies; they form a structural dependency immediately after verb information becomes available (Cunnings 2017, Cunnings et al. 2010, Felser 2015, Felser et al. 2012, Kim, Baek, and Tremblay 2015, Omaki and Schulz 2011). In contrast, predictive processing is proposed to be more limited in L2 comprehension because L2 learners consume substantial resources during incremental processing and thus cannot allocate sufficient resources to predictive computation (Dussias et al. 2013, Grüter, Rohde, and Schafer 2014, 2017, Hopp 2013, Ito, Martin, and Nieuwland 2017, Kaan 2014, Kaan, Dallas, and Wijnen 2010, Mitsugi and Macwhinney 2016). However, only limited types of construction have been examined thus far, and no research has investigated whether L2 learners can build a filler-gap dependency as predictively as L1 speakers do. Therefore, it is unclear to what extent the hypothesis that predictive processing is restricted in online L2 comprehension can be generalized. Hence, the present study addresses this issue by investigating whether L2 learners of English form filler-gap dependencies predictively to the same extent as do native speakers of English. In the following sections, we first discuss the distinction between the incremental and predictive processes in the filler-gap dependency formation and then turn to the processing of filler-gap dependencies in L2 comprehension.

1.1. Incremental and predictive processing of filler-gap dependencies

Filler-gap dependency refers to a dependency between a dislocated element (a filler) and its canonical position (a gap). In a relative clause (RC) in English, as shown in (1), the head noun phrase (NP) the laboratory is located in the clause-initial position but needs to be interpreted in the object position of the preposition to, which is indicated with <GAP>, because the RC head NP cannot receive a thematic role in a nonargument position.

(1) That is the laboratory which Irene used a courier to deliver the samples to <GAP>.

In order to correctly interpret this type of sentence, the processor needs to identify a gap site and integrate a filler with that position (i.e., filler-gap depen-

We note here that we use the terms “gap” or “filler-gap dependency” because they make descriptions or discussions on long-distance dependencies easier and simpler and not because the gaps are assumed to account for the processing of long-distance dependencies. Discussions in this paper can also be understood with non-gap analyses (e.g., Pickering 1993, Pickering and Barry 1991). We do not address the issue of whether the processor makes use of gaps to comprehend long-distance dependencies in the present study.
The timing of filler-gap dependency formation. Previous research has proposed two types of filler-gap dependency parsing mechanisms: filler-driven parsing (the active filler hypothesis: Crain and Fodor 1985, Frazier and Clifton 1989) and verb-driven parsing (McElree and Griffith 1998, Pickering and Barry 1991). The filler-driven parsing hypothesis assumes that the sentence processor constructs filler-gap dependencies as soon as possible, that is, the processor begins searching for a gap position immediately after it detects the filler and postulates a gap at the earliest structurally eligible position without waiting for bottom-up supportive information such as verb transitivity. In this sense, filler-driven parsing is categorized as predictive processing. In contrast, the verb-driven parsing account assumes that the processor does not create dependencies until it obtains bottom-up information such as verb’s information that encourages the gap-postulation process.

We next discuss the distinction between those two filler-gap dependency parsing hypotheses by observing how each parsing mechanism works in a phrase-by-phrase fashion when processing RC sentence (1). First, once the processor reaches the RC head NP the laboratory and the RC complementizer which, it recognizes that the sentence involves a filler-gap dependency and that a gap is needed in a later part of the sentence. This process is categorized as an incremental process because bottom-up structural information from the RC complementizer which confirms that the gap is required. On the other hand, postulating the gap into a specific position at this moment, such as in the RC subject position, is a predictive process because no bottom-up information confirms such structural analyses. In other words, the processor cannot determine a specific gap site based on only the bottom-up information that has been obtained so far. Predictively positing a specific gap at this moment requires a top-down process, such as that the processor aims to postulate a gap at the earliest structurally eligible position (i.e., filler-driven parsing). Indeed, the subject gap is predicted once it encounters the RC complementizer in L1 comprehension, as evidenced by a longer reading time (RT) at the RC subject NP Irene when the RC subject position is potentially available for the gap, as in (1), than when the RC subject is not available for the gap, as in That is the laboratory to which Irene used a courier to deliver the samples <GAP> (i.e., a subject filled-gap effect: Lee 2004).

Then, the processor associates the NP Irene with the RC subject position (an incremental process), which means that the RC subject position is no longer avail-

---

2 Some studies argue that L2 learners also exhibited the subject filled-gap effects and suggest that they adopt the predictive subject-gap postulation process as well as L1 speakers do (Alwayan, Fiorentino, and Gabriele 2010, Canales 2012, Johnson, Fiorentino, and Gabriele 2016). However, those studies compared reading times at an embedded subject NP Barbara between a wh-sentence such as My brother asked who Barbara will photograph us beside <GAP> at the graduation and a yes-no question sentence such as My brother asked if Barbara will photograph us beside Mom at the graduation, so there remains a possibility that the lexical difference between who and if caused the longer RTs in the wh-sentence. Hence, whether the processor engages in the predictive subject-gap postulation process in L2 comprehension remains controversial.
able for the gap. If the parsing mechanism is filler-driven, it predicts a gap at the object position of an upcoming verb because that is the next earliest available gap position (i.e., the hyper-active gap filling hypothesis: Omaki et al. 2015). Omaki et al. (2015) tested this hypothesis using an eye-tracking experiment with the RC sentences in (2), in which they manipulated verb transitivity (intransitive (2a/b) vs. transitive (2c/d)) and islandhood (i.e., whether a sentence involves an RC island (2b/d) or not (2a/c); island domains were indicated with square brackets []). Because it is prohibited to postulate a gap within islands (Chomsky 1973, 1986, Ross 1967), the island condition serves as a control condition against the non-island conditions.

(2)  a intransitive, non-island:  The book that the author chatted regularly about <GAP> was named for an explorer.
b intransitive, island:  The book that the author [who chatted regularly] saw <GAP> was named for an explorer.
c transitive, non-island:  The book that the author wrote regularly about <GAP> was named for an explorer.
d transitive, island:  The book that the author [who wrote regularly] saw <GAP> was named for an explorer.

The filler-driven hypothesis claims that the processor posits a gap at the direct object position of the verb before the input of the verb if the sentence does not include an island. This necessitates the anticipation of a transitive verb because only transitive verbs can take a direct object. Thus, the filler-driven account assumes that the processor predicts a transitive verb as well as a direct object gap. Specifically, this account expects an RT disruption at the intransitive verb chatted in the non-island condition (2a) (i.e., a transitivity mismatch effect) because the intransitive verb chatted violates the expectation. However, such an RT disruption is not expected in the transitive, non-island condition (2c) because the transitive verb wrote satisfies the expectation that the verb would be transitive and host a direct object gap. Therefore, the filler-driven hypothesis predicts a longer RT for intransitive verbs in the non-island condition (2a) than in the island condition (2b) but predicts no RT differences in transitive conditions, such as (2c) and (2d).

In Omaki et al.’s (2015) eye-tracking experiment, a longer RT was observed for the intransitive verb in the non-island condition (2a) than in the island condition (2b), as expected by the filler-driven hypothesis. The RT increased because of the prediction error induced by the intransitive verb (the transitivity mismatch effect). Moreover, no RT contrast was observed in the transitive conditions. These results show that the processor predictively posits a direct object gap and anticipates the transitive verbs before encountering the verbs. Thus, the transitivity mismatch effect demonstrates that fillers, rather than verbs, drive gap prediction in the
L1 processing of filler-gap dependencies.

1.2. Filler-gap dependency formation in L2 comprehension

As mentioned above, it is generally assumed that predictive processing is limited in L2 comprehension (Grüter et al. 2014, 2017, Kaan 2014, Kaan et al. 2010). However, as to the processing of filler-gap dependencies in an L2, it is unclear whether the processor predictively builds dependencies as no previous research has investigated this issue. Although several studies have revealed that L2 learners posit an object gap at least as soon as encountering a transitive verb, this does not imply that they process filler-gap dependencies as predictively as native English speakers because the bottom-up subcategorization information of a verb is available when the verb is encountered (i.e., verb-driven parsing: Cunnings et al. 2010, 2010, Dallas, DeDe, and Nicol 2013, Dallas and Kaan 2008, Kim et al. 2015, Omaki and Schulz 2011, Williams 2006, Williams, Möbius, and Kim 2001).

For instance, Omaki and Schulz (2011) showed that Spanish learners of English create an object gap immediately after the verb appears by conducting a self-paced reading experiment with a plausibility mismatch paradigm (Traxler and Pickering 1996). They manipulated islandhood (non-island (3a/b) vs. island (3c/d)) and the potential semantic plausibility between the filler and verb by changing the filler (city for the implausible conditions (3a/b) and book for the plausible conditions (3c/d)). In the non-island, implausible condition (3a), for example, the RC head NP city was semantically implausible as the object of the verb wrote (‘the author wrote the city’).

(3)  a non-island, implausible:
   The city that the author wrote regularly about <GAP> was named for an explorer.
   b non-island, plausible:
   The book that the author wrote regularly about <GAP> was named for an explorer.
   c island, implausible:
   The city that the author [who wrote regularly] saw <GAP> was named for an explorer.
   d island, plausible:
   The book that the author [who wrote regularly] saw <GAP> was named for an explorer.

The results showed that an RT was longer at the adverb regularly (the post-critical spillover region) in the non-island, implausible condition (3a) than in the non-island, plausible condition (3b), which is most likely due to the semantic plausibility mismatch between the filler the city and the verb wrote (i.e., the plausibility mismatch effect). On the other hand, in the island conditions (3c/d), there was no plausibility mismatch effect. These results suggest that Spanish learners of English form filler-gap dependencies at least as soon as they encounter the verb and compute semantic interpretation of the dependency, and RTs in the
spillover region therefore increased only when the dependency was semantically implausible. Similar results were found for L2 learners of English who have other L1 backgrounds (Cunnings et al. 2010 for Chinese-speaking learners, Felser et al. 2012 for German-speaking learners, Kim et al. 2015 for Spanish- and Korean-speaking learners).

Nonetheless, no study has examined the predictive filler-driven parsing process in L2 English. It is expected that L2 learners of English exhibit transitivity mismatch effects if they process English filler-gap dependencies predictively. On the other hand, taking into account that it is argued that predictive processing in L2 comprehension is more restricted than in L1 comprehension, it might be the case that L2 learners of English do not adopt predictive parsing while processing filler-gap dependencies.

The present study explores this issue by focusing on the processing of English filler-gap dependencies by Japanese speakers. Japanese is a head-final language, that is, a language in which a head element such as a verb appears late in sentences. Therefore, substantial memory resources are required for the processor to refrain from constructing a sentence structure until a head element appears during the processing of such languages (i.e., verb-driven parsing). In fact, it has been revealed that L1 speakers form filler-gap dependencies predictively before bottom-up verb information becomes available in Japanese (Aoshima et al. 2004, Nakano et al. 2002). Thus, it would be possible that Japanese speakers process English filler-gap dependencies predictively as well, given a potential positive influence from the L1 sentence comprehension strategy. This study can provide new insight into predictive processing in L2 comprehension by focusing on the relationship between predictive processing in language comprehension and L2 learners’ processing strategy in their L1.

2. The present study

The present study aims to reveal the role of the prediction system in the human sentence comprehension mechanisms by looking into the predictive formation of filler-gap dependencies by Japanese learners of English. Although the previous findings indicate that the processor completes the filler-gap dependency formation at least immediately after a verb in L2 comprehension, whether it initiates the dependency formation even before a verb (i.e., filler-driven parsing) in L2 comprehension remains an open question. Given that some previous studies propose the hypothesis that predictive processing is generally restrictive in L2 comprehension relative to in L1 comprehension (Grüter et al. 2014, 2017, Kaan 2014, Kaan et al. 2010), it would be worth exploring the issue of whether the processor starts searching for a gap before bottom-up verb information becomes available in L2 comprehension as well in order to reveal a clearer picture of predictive processing in online sentence comprehension. Thus, the present study investigated whether Japanese learners of English initiate the filler-gap dependency formation in advance of the verb (filler-driven parsing) by conducting a self-paced reading experiment with a transitivity mismatch paradigm (Experiment 2). However, this
study first explored verb-driven parsing in the processing of filler-gap dependencies in English by Japanese-speaking learners using a plausibility mismatch paradigm (Experiment 1) before directly examining predictive object-gap postulation in the processing of filler-gap dependencies by Japanese learners of English as no research has examined whether Japanese learners of English complete the dependency construction at least immediately after the verb is encountered (i.e., verb-driven parsing). The predictive gap postulation can be regarded as “hyper-incremental” processing; therefore, no predictive processing is expected as far as the processor does not exhibit the incremental processing. In the following sections, we first describe the experimental methods that were used in both Experiments 1 and 2 because the two experiments were performed simultaneously in the same session.

2.1. Participants
Forty-seven Japanese learners of English, who were undergraduate or graduate students at Kyushu University, participated in the experiment. Their mean age was 21.96 (standard deviation (SD) = 1.80), and the mean age at which they were first exposed to English was 9.96 (SD = 3.09). Fourteen learners had studied in English-speaking countries for 6.11 months on average (SD = 6.24). Immediately after the reading experiment on the same day as the self-paced reading experiments, the L2 English proficiency levels of the participants were assessed using the Oxford Placement Test 2 (Allan 2004). The mean score was 144.62 (SD = 9.72), thus indicating that the participants were upper-intermediate level learners (corresponding to CEFR: B2, IELTS: 5.5, and TOEIC: 525–780). All were paid for their participation, and both experiments were approved by the ethics committee of the Department of Linguistics at Kyushu University.

2.2. Procedure
The self-paced reading experiments were conducted on the Linger software version 8.6.3, which was developed by Doug Rohde. The experimental stimuli were presented in a non-cumulative, word-by-word moving window presentation (Just, Carpenter, and Woolley 1982). First, a series of dashes was presented on the screen. Each time a participant pressed the spacebar, the dashes were replaced with words one by one from left to right. After each experimental sentence, another sentence was presented as a comprehension question to check if a participant had correctly understood the sentence. In the comprehension question, the participants were asked whether the event described in the question sentence was consistent with the experimental sentence. The feedback for these answers was given only for incorrect answers.

There were 32 sets of experimental target sentences for each experiment and 64 filler sentences. The filler sentences included 32 sentences with RCs and 32 without RCs to prevent the participants from adapting to the experimental sentences. In addition, the target sentences in each experiment served as the filler sentences for the other experiment, since the experiments were carried out in the
same experimental session simultaneously. The experimental sentences were distributed among four lists so that a participant read only one token from each set. The experiment lasted approximately an hour and a half.

3. Experiment 1

Experiment 1 examined whether Japanese learners of English posit an object gap at least immediately after reading an RC verb. We used an experimental paradigm similar to that of Traxler and Pickering (1996) and Omaki and Schulz (2011): a two-by-two factorial design with the manipulations of the sentence type (RC vs. non-RC) and the plausibility of the object-gap dependencies (implausible vs. plausible). In the current study, the plausibility focused on the thematic relations among the first NPs, the second NPs, and the first verbs (the embedded verbs) in the RC condition.

3.1. Materials

Example sentences for the critical items are shown in (4) below, and all experimental items, including filler sentences, are available from the corresponding author’s OSF webpage https://osf.io/ rupd6/. The sentences in (4a) and (4b), which contain an RC, were our target sentences. In (4a), the filler NP, parents, is implausible as an object of the verb feed, which takes the second NP infant as its subject, i.e., the infant feeds the parents (thematic-role reversals; Chow et al. 2016). On the contrary, in (4b), the first NP infant is a plausible object of the verb, the subject of which is parents (i.e., the parents feed the infant).

Sentences (4c) and (4d) were control conditions because they did not include an RC. In the control conditions, a plausibility mismatch between the filler and the verb did not occur because they did not include a filler-gap dependency. Although Traxler and Pickering (1996) and Omaki and Schulz (2011) used RC islands to create control conditions, this study used a simple NP-of-NP construction primarily because the purpose of the experiment was to investigate the plausibility mismatch effects and not whether L2 learners respect island constraints. The essential difference between the RC and non-RC conditions was whether the sentences involved a filler-gap dependency, which was sufficient for the study purpose.

(4)  a  RC, implausible:

The parents who the infant did not feed a nutritious dish lost weight rapidly.

b  RC, plausible:

The parents feed the infant a nutritious dish. Weight lost rapidly.

3 Unlike Traxler and Pickering (1996) and Omaki and Schulz (2011), who manipulated semantic plausibility by changing filler nouns, we manipulated it by reversing two arguments. Considering that it is well-known that the semantic relatedness between content words in a sentence has a significant influence on the processing of a word, we aimed to uniquely interpret the implausibility effect as reflecting the implausibility of the semantic meaning of filler-gap dependencies in the implausible condition and not merely as a priming effect between the content words in the plausible condition (Chow et al. 2016).
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The infant who the parents did not feed a nutritious dish didn’t drink milk.

c non-RC, implausible:
The infant of the parents did not feed a nutritious dish to his dogs.

d non-RC, plausible:
The parents of the infant did not feed a nutritious dish to their pets.

One may wonder whether the RC sentences are grammatical because some theoretical literature argues that relativization of the indirect object NP such as parents in a double-object construction is grammatically prohibited in English (e.g., Hudson 1992, Larson 1988), while other studies do not treat such sentences as completely ungrammatical sentences (e.g., Barss and Lasnik 1986, Jackendoff and Culicover 1971). Thus, to validate that those RC sentences that contain relativization of the indirect object in a double object construction like (4a/b) can be used as experimental sentences, we conducted an acceptability judgment with native speakers of English. The judgment included ungrammatical sentences as well as the target sentences above to test whether those RC sentences show higher acceptability than ungrammatical sentences. The RC, implausible condition (4a) did not exhibit higher acceptability than the ungrammatical filler sentences (p = 0.942; RC, implausible condition: \( M = 3.743, SE = 0.236 \); ungrammatical sentences: \( M = 3.814, SE = 0.231 \)). Critically, however, the RC, plausible condition

---

4 We are grateful to the anonymous reviewers for pointing out this issue.

5 The acceptability judgment survey included the same 32 sets of target RC sentences like (4) and 32 filler sentences. Half of the filler sentences were ungrammatical due to number agreement mismatch such as "The athlete go to a bar with his friend," contained strict subcategorization violations such as "The model told his friends at his birthday party last night," or contained island constraint violations such as "The lady [that the artist inspires the designer [who lives with <GAP>]] works at a famous restaurant." Thirty-five native speakers of English were recruited using Amazon Mechanical Turk (https://www.mturk.com/) and Prolific (https://www.prolific.co/). Acceptability of each sentence was rated with a seven-point scale (1 as "unacceptable" and 7 as "acceptable"). The acceptability data were \( z \)-transformed and analyzed using LME models (Baayen et al. 2008, Bates et al. 2015) with dummy contrast coding (ungrammatical sentences as the baseline condition). Data from one participant were excluded before the statistical analysis because the mean of their \( z \)-transformed acceptability of the ungrammatical filler sentences was higher than 2 SDs from the by-participants mean, which may indicate that s/he did not correctly judge sentence acceptability, as ungrammatical sentences should not be rated with such high acceptability; we also checked that the acceptability patterns did not change substantially because of the data exclusion. While acceptability of the non-RC sentences was not statistically analyzed as it is not relevant to the issue of whether the target RC sentences are acceptable, their mean acceptability was higher than that of the ungrammatical filler sentences (the non-RC, implausible condition (4c): \( M = 5.147, SE = 0.185 \); the non-RC, plausible condition (4d): \( M = 5.085, SE = 0.191 \)).
(4b) showed higher acceptability than the ungrammatical sentences ($\rho = 0.011$; RC, plausible condition: $M = 4.515$, $SE = 0.236$). These results indicate that the RC sentences with extraction of the indirect object in a double object construction are not completely ungrammatical sentences, at least as far as the plausible ones, as some previous studies have argued (Barss and Lasnik 1986, Jackendoff and Culicover 1971). The acceptability of the implausible RC sentences would be lowered due simply to their implausibility. Thus, the present study used those RC sentences in the reading time experiment.

To diagnose the plausibility mismatch effects, the critical region (Region 8 *feed*) was the first verb region. Regions 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, and 11 were lexically matched for all conditions. In Regions 2 and 5, two different NPs (*parents* and *infant*) were used among the conditions to generate the plausibility differences. Considering that the words used in Regions 12–14 were entirely different, no statistical analyses were reported for these regions. In comprehension question sentences, we tested whether the participants understood sentences correctly by focusing on the interpretation of the matrix clause. For example, the comprehension sentence for (4a) was *The parents lost weight.*, for which participants were expected to answer “yes” since the event that was described by the comprehension sentence was consistent with that of the target sentence. All of the comprehension question sentences are available from the OSF page given above.

3.2. Prediction
If Japanese learners posit an object gap at least as soon as the verb is encountered, a plausibility mismatch effect will be observed at the first verb position, Region 8 *feed*, in the RC, implausible condition (4a). Specifically, the RT for the verb would be longer in the RC, implausible condition (4a) than in the plausible condition (4b) due to the implausible thematic relationship between the arguments and the verb. By contrast, this RT difference would not be expected in the non-RC conditions since no plausibility mismatch effect is expected in these conditions due to the lack of filler-gap dependencies. Statistically, an interaction between plausibility and sentence type is expected to be significant in Region 8 because this would reflect the RT disruption in the RC, implausible condition.

3.3. Data analysis
To estimate the effects of plausibility and sentence type on the responses to the

---

6 An anonymous reviewer noted that the sentence in the non-RC, implausible condition also contains a semantic implausibility because the NP *the infant* seems implausible as a subject of the verb *feed*. We acknowledge this potential implausibility due to the implausible subject NP. Nevertheless, it would be expected that the RC, implausible condition (4a) should induce a larger plausibility mismatch effect than the non-RC, implausible condition (4c) because the plausibility mismatch effect due to the thematic-role reversal, such as *the infant feeds the parent* vs. *the parents feed the infant*, should occur only in the RC, implausible condition (4a). Therefore, it would not be the case that the implausible subject NP cancels out the target thematic-role reversal plausibility mismatch effects.
comprehension task and the RTs, response data were submitted to logistic mixed-effects regression model analyses (Jaeger 2008), and RT data were submitted to linear mixed-effects (LME) model analyses (Baayen, Davidson, and Bates 2008). Model selection was performed using a “parsimonious” approach (Bates et al. 2015). The maximum models included plausibility, sentence type, their interaction term, and item order as the fixed effects and random intercepts and slopes for the participants and item sets.

Each condition was coded using dummy coding depending on sentence type (RC vs. non-RC) and plausibility (implausible vs. plausible): the implausible and RC conditions were coded “0,” and the plausible and RC conditions were coded “1.” These values were centered when the actual models were constructed. Pairwise comparisons were performed with the non-centered codes to calculate the simple slopes for each factor. The pairwise comparisons for plausibility in the non-RC condition and sentence type in the plausible condition were executed using reverse coding values: “0” for the plausible and non-RC conditions and “1” for the implausible and RC conditions.

The models were implemented in R version 3.5.3 (R Core Team 2019) with the “lme4” package version 1.1.21 (Bates, Mächler, et al. 2015). P-values were approximated with the “lmerTest” package version 3.1.0 (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, and Christensen 2017).

3.4. Results
3.4.1. Comprehension accuracy
The mean accuracy rate for the comprehension tasks was 81.986% (SE = 1.551). Table 1 and Table 2 show the mean in each condition and the results of the logistic regression model analysis, respectively. As shown in Table 2, a main effect of sentence type, an interaction between plausibility and sentence type, and a main effect of item order were found to be significant. Paired comparisons revealed significant simple effects of plausibility of opposite direction in the RC condition ($B = 1.303, SE = 0.441, z = 2.955, p = 0.003$) and the non-RC condition ($B = -1.158, SE = 0.439, z = -2.641, p = 0.008$) and indicated a significant effect of sentence type in the plausible condition ($B = -1.936, SE = 0.431, z = -4.494, p < 0.001$) but not in the implausible condition ($B = 0.526, SE = 0.439, z = 1.197, p = 0.231$).

| Table 1. Mean accuracy rates for the comprehension task in Experiment 1. |
|-------------------|-----|-----|
|                  | Mean Accuracy | SE  |
| (4a) RC, implausible | 82.979% | 2.198 |
| (4b) RC, plausible   | 88.830% | 2.192 |
| (4c) non-RC, implausible | 81.663% | 2.737 |
| (4d) non-RC, plausible | 74.468% | 2.793 |
Table 2. Summary of fixed effect estimates of the logistic mixed-effects regression model of the comprehension task response data in Experiment 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>2.463</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>10.509</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plausibility</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>1.632</td>
<td>0.103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sentence type</td>
<td>−0.705</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>−15.801</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sentence type×plausibility</td>
<td>−2.461</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>−2.797</td>
<td>0.005*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>item order</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>9.441</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: p < 0.050

Final Model: `glmer(response data ~ sentence type + plausibility + sentence type×plausibility + (1 + sentence type×plausibility | participant) + (1 + sentence type×plausibility | set) + item order, family = “binomial”)`

3.4.2. Reading time

The following were removed from the analyses: trials for which the participants answered the comprehension task incorrectly (18.020%), RT data points that were extraordinarily short or long (e.g., shorter than 100 milliseconds (ms) or longer than 6000 ms for Region 8; histograms of raw RT data in each region are available on the corresponding author’s OSF page, the URL of which is given above), and residuals that exceeded 3 SDs from the mean RT estimated by the final models (2.532%) (Arai and Roland, 2016, Baayen 2008, Baayen and Milin, 2010). Therefore, 20.552% of the data were excluded. Figure 1 presents the mean RT for each condition per region. The regions of interest are from Region 8 feed. Except for Regions 12–14, the statistical analysis results are reported for regions in which

Figure 1. Mean RT for each condition per region in Experiment 1. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval (CI) of the mean.
significant effects were observed. Other regions showed no significant effects (all $p$s > 0.100).

In all regions, a main effect of item order was significant, indicating that the RTs became shorter as the experiment proceeded (all $p$s < 0.050). In advance of the critical region (Region 8 feed), significant effects were found in Regions 2, 3, 4, and 7. Region 2 NP1 exhibited a significant interaction of sentence type and plausibility ($B = -91.681$, $SE = 45.392$, $t = -2.020$, $p = 0.044$) and in Region 5 NP2, the interaction was marginally significant ($B = 130.646$, $SE = 71.435$, $t = 1.829$, $p = 0.068$). These interaction effects are likely due simply to the word difference among the conditions as different words, *parents* or *infant*, were used in those regions across the conditions (e.g., for Region 2, *parents* was used in the RC, implausible (4a) and the non-RC, plausible (4d) conditions). An effect of sentence type was found to be significant in Region 3 *who* or *of* ($B = -75.164$, $SE = 13.782$, $t = -5.454$, $p < 0.001$) and Region 4 *the* ($B = -84.128$, $SE = 11.998$, $t = -7.012$, $p < 0.001$), in which an RT was longer in the RC conditions than in the non-RC conditions. An effect of plausibility was significant in Region 7 ($B = -39.926$, $SE = 17.567$, $t = -2.279$, $p = 0.023$), reflecting a longer RT in the implausible conditions than in the plausible conditions.

Table 3 shows the results for the critical region (Region 8 feed). This table shows that the effect of plausibility was marginally significant. Crucially, an interaction between sentence type and plausibility was significant because of an RT slowdown in the RC, implausible condition (4a), as illustrated in Figure 2. Pairwise comparisons revealed a significant simple effect of plausibility in the RC conditions, reflecting the longer RT in the implausible condition (4a) than in the plausible condition (4b) ($B = -91.043$, $SE = 33.040$, $t = -2.756$, $p = 0.007$). However, no such effect was found in the non-RC conditions ($B = 12.321$, $SE = 34.823$, $t = 0.354$, $p = 0.724$). Furthermore, the paired comparisons revealed a marginally significant simple effect of sentence type in the implausible conditions due to an RT slowdown in the RC condition (4a) ($B = -61.723$, $SE = 33.782$, $t = -1.827$, $p = 0.071$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(intercept)</td>
<td>648.962</td>
<td>34.517</td>
<td>18.801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sentence type</td>
<td>-10.267</td>
<td>22.730</td>
<td>-0.452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plausibility</td>
<td>-41.925</td>
<td>22.620</td>
<td>-1.853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sentence type×plausibility</td>
<td>103.391</td>
<td>50.655</td>
<td>2.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>item order</td>
<td>-68.892</td>
<td>12.014</td>
<td>-5.734</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†: $p < 0.100$, *: $p < 0.050$, ||: no correlation was calculated with random factors

**Final Model:** lmer (RT ~ sentence type + plausibility + sentence type×plausibility + (1 | participant) + (1 + sentence type×plausibility || set) + item order)
In the post-critical regions, as detailed in Table 4 and Figure 3, Region 11 dish showed significant effects of sentence type and plausibility and a significant interaction between them. Pairwise comparisons found a significant simple effect of plausibility in the RC conditions ($\beta = -121.560, SE = 33.090, t = -3.674, p < 0.001$), with a longer RT in the implausible condition (4a) than in the plausible condition (4b), and a significant simple effect of sentence type in both the implausible and plausible conditions, reflecting an RT slowdown in the RC conditions (the implausible conditions: $\beta = -229.293, SE = 33.886, t = -6.767, p < 0.001$; the plausible conditions: $\beta = -94.292, SE = 33.512, t = -2.814, p = 0.005$).

Table 4. Summary of fixed effect estimates of the LME model of the RT data in Region 11 dish in Experiment 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(intercept)</td>
<td>717.146</td>
<td>34.517</td>
<td>18.801</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sentence type</td>
<td>-161.848</td>
<td>23.883</td>
<td>-6.777</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plausibility</td>
<td>-56.874</td>
<td>23.883</td>
<td>-2.385</td>
<td>0.017 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sentence type×plausibility</td>
<td>135.000</td>
<td>47.550</td>
<td>2.839</td>
<td>0.005 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>item order</td>
<td>-32.713</td>
<td>47.550</td>
<td>-2.592</td>
<td>0.009 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: $p < 0.050$

Final Model: lmer (RT ~ sentence type + plausibility + sentence type×plausibility + (1 | participant) + (1 | set) + item order)
3.5. Discussion

The purpose of Experiment 1 was to test the following hypothesis: when processing filler-gap dependencies, Japanese learners of L2 English would postulate an object gap immediately after the sentence processor finds a verb in Region 8. If this were the case, plausibility mismatch effects would be observed in the verb region. Specifically, there would be a longer RT for the verb in the RC, implausible condition than in the RC, plausible condition, and there would be no such RT collapse in the non-RC conditions.

The results of Experiment 1 were consistent with the hypothesis. The LME models revealed significant interaction between sentence type and plausibility in Region 8 feed, and the pairwise comparisons confirmed that the interaction was induced by an RT slowdown because of the plausibility mismatch effects in the RC, implausible condition (4a) and the longer RT in the RC, implausible condition (4a) than in the RC, plausible (4b) and the Non-RC, implausible conditions (4c). Given that only the implausible condition that included thematic-role reversal manipulation exhibited the RT slowdown in the verb region, the plausibility mismatch effect in the region should be accounted for by the implausibility induced by the thematic-role reversal.

Although there was a concern that the implausible relationship between the subject NP the infant and the verb feed alone might induce plausibility in the verb region, the RC, implausible condition (4a) elicited a longer RT than did the non-RC counterpart (4c), which also contained the infant as the subject and feed as the verb. Therefore, the RT slowdown in the RC, implausible condition (4a) should be due to the thematic-role reversal implausibility. Thus, the plausibility mismatch effects found in the verb region suggest that the processor incrementally posits an object gap as soon as it processes the verb during the comprehension of English filler-gap dependencies by Japanese learners (i.e., incremental verb-driven parsing).
This finding is consistent with the previous findings that L2 learners of English complete the filler-gap dependency formation at least immediately once verb information is available (Cunnings et al. 2010, Felser et al. 2012, Kim et al. 2015, Omaki and Schulz 2011).

Moreover, the sensitivity to plausibility mismatch due to thematic-role reversal indicates that Japanese learners of English compute the interpretation of the RC as soon as they reach the RC verb, although not all of the arguments are revealed at this moment. At the verb, it turns out that the filler, the parents or the infant, is the indirect object of the verb feed. However, no direct object NP appears at that moment. Nevertheless, the processor completes the filler-gap dependency formation by postulating the gap in the indirect object position, further initiates the interpretation process, and detects the plausibility mismatch induced by the thematic-role reversal. Thus, the plausibility mismatch effect in Region 8 suggests that Japanese learners of English form filler-gap dependencies at least as soon as the verb is encountered.

In addition, the significant effect of sentence type in Region 11 dish is also likely due to the bottom-up semantic computation process. In this region, the direct object of the double object construction dish is unfolded in the RC conditions, and every element of the double object RC then becomes available. For example, in (4a), the subject is the infant, the verb is feed, the indirect object is the parents, and the direct object is a nutritious dish. The processor executes semantic computation of the RC again using the bottom-up information. In the RC, implausible condition (4a), the interpretation turns out to be ultimately implausible, and RTs thus slowed down in this condition compared to the RC, plausible condition (4b).

The implausibility of the final interpretation of the RC is likely to be attributed to the comprehension question accuracy. The results of the comprehension question demonstrate that the participants correctly understood the target sentences in most cases; they correctly answered the comprehension question in more than 80% of the target trials on average. However, the logistic mixed-effects model exhibited a significant interaction of sentence type and plausibility on the proportion of correct answers. The participants gave wrong answers more in the RC, implausible condition (4a) than in the RC, plausible condition (4c), whereas the mean accuracy was lower in the non-RC, plausible condition (4d) than in the non-RC, implausible condition (4c). The low accuracy in the RC, implausible condition (4a) is likely to reflect the implausibility of the RC sentences. Owing to using a thematic-role reversal design to manipulate the semantic plausibility of filler-gap dependencies, the final interpretation of the RC became implausible in the sense that the NP the infant is a thematically unnatural subject of the verb feed, which takes the NP the parents as the object. The participants were sensitive to this implausibility and therefore sometimes failed to correctly compute the interpretation of the entire sentence in the RC, implausible condition (4a), although the comprehension question never asked about the interpretation of the RC. Nevertheless, there was no difference in the mean accuracy rate between the RC,
implausible (4a) and the non-RC, implausible (4c) conditions, and both conditions showed a relatively high accuracy rate (over 80%). Given this, the implausibility of the final interpretation of the entire sentence might not influence the participants' processing performance drastically.

Overall, Experiment 1 demonstrates that Japanese learners of English postulate an object gap and compute the plausibility of the RC at least immediately after reading the verb. However, it is still unclear whether they perform this process without depending on bottom-up verb information even before such information is available (i.e., predictive filler-driven parsing) or whether it is dependent on bottom-up information (i.e., incremental verb-driven parsing). Therefore, Experiment 2 examined this issue by conducting another self-paced reading experiment with a transitivity mismatch paradigm.

4. Experiment 2

Experiment 2 sought to explore whether Japanese learners of English adopt filler-driven parsing, that is, whether they postulate an object gap before confirming that a verb is transitive. Experiment 1 found that an object gap is postulated at least after the processor encounters a verb, suggesting that the processor posits it at least as soon as it receives the verb information. On the other hand, the filler-driven hypothesis predicts that the search for gap positions starts immediately after the processor detects a filler. Therefore, this hypothesis was tested on the L2 English processing by Japanese learners using a transitivity mismatch paradigm similar to that used in Omaki et al. (2015).

4.1. Materials

An example set of experimental sentences is shown in (5), in which two factors were crossed: transitivity (intransitive vs. transitive) × sentence type (RC vs. non-RC). The verbs were intransitive in the intransitive conditions (5a) and (5b). By contrast, the verbs were transitive in the transitive conditions (5c) and (5d). Thus, a direct object position was available in the transitive, RC condition (5c). However, in the intransitive, RC condition (5a), a gap was not able to be placed at the direct object positions because intransitive verbs do not hold a direct object position.

(5)  a  intransitive, RC:
The, colleague, who, the, worker, did, not, talk, or, debate, about, dropped, a, newspaper.

b  intransitive, non-RC:
The, colleague, of, the, worker, did, not, talk, or, debate, about, his, own, brothers.

c  transitive, RC:
The, colleague, who, the, worker, did, not, respect, or, scorn, sometimes, drove, a, car.

d  transitive, non-RC:
The, colleague, of, the, worker, did, not, respect, or, scorn, his, own,
4.2. Prediction
If the processing of English filler-gap dependencies by Japanese learners is driven by fillers, it is expected that the sentence processor would initiate a search for a gap immediately after finding a relative pronoun. Therefore, the processor would create the direct object gap before the verb in the RC conditions because the earliest gap position after the subject position is the direct object position. In other words, it is predicted that the processor would anticipate a transitive verb. If this is the case, an RT for the intransitive verb *talk* in the RC condition (5a) is expected to be longer than in the non-RC condition (5b) (i.e., transitivity mismatch effects), but there would be no such RT difference in the transitive conditions (5c) and (5d). Statistically, an interaction between transitivity and sentence type is expected to be significant.

By contrast, if Japanese learners’ filler-gap dependency construction is triggered by the verbs, no transitivity mismatch effects would be found in the intransitive conditions because there is no bottom-up motivation to anticipate a transitive verb. Only after the verb is processed would the Japanese learners decide a gap position using bottom-up verb information. Therefore, if verbs trigger filler-gap dependency formation, there would be no transitivity mismatch effects, and there would further be a longer RT in the RC conditions than in the non-RC conditions in both the transitive and intransitive conditions because of the processing costs associated with bottom-up gap postulation (i.e., filler-gap dependency formation). That is, in sentences with filler-gap dependency, it is expected that the RC verb would trigger the dependency formation, resulting in a higher processing load than in sentences without a filler-gap dependency. An effect of sentence type is expected to be significant in the statistical analysis if the dependency formation is driven by verbs.

4.3. Data analysis
The same data analysis procedure was used as in Experiment 1. Response data from the comprehension question tasks were submitted to logistic mixed-effects regression models, and RT data were submitted to LME models, in which transitivity, sentence type, their interaction, and item order were the fixed effects. Each condition was coded “0” or “1” depending on transitivity (intransitive vs. transitive) and sentence type (RC vs. non-RC), with “0” being given for the intransitive and RC conditions. The coding values used for the analysis were centered.

4.4. Results
4.4.1. Comprehension accuracy
In Experiment 2, the mean rate of comprehension accuracy was 76.495% (SE = 1.495). Table 5 summarizes the mean for each condition, and Table 6 shows that the logistic regression model exhibited no significant effects. The results indicate that the participants paid attention to the experiment well, although the mean
accuracy was lower than that of Experiment 1. No further discussion is given on the results of the comprehension question accuracy as no significant effect was found across the conditions.

Table 5. Mean accuracy rates for the comprehension task in Experiment 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean Accuracy</th>
<th>SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>intransitive, RC</td>
<td>75.272%</td>
<td>2.815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intransitive, non-RC</td>
<td>77.989%</td>
<td>2.272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transitive, RC</td>
<td>77.446%</td>
<td>2.566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transitive, non-RC</td>
<td>75.272%</td>
<td>2.074</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Summary of fixed effect estimates of the logistic mixed-effects regression model of the comprehension task response data in Experiment 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(intercept)</td>
<td>1.714</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>7.267</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transitivity</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>-0.683</td>
<td>0.495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sentence type</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>1.304</td>
<td>0.192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transitivity×sentence type</td>
<td>-0.394</td>
<td>0.595</td>
<td>-0.663</td>
<td>0.508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>item order</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.889</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: p < 0.050

Final Model: glmer (response data ~ transitivity + sentence type + transitivity×sentence type + (1 + transitivity×sentence type | participant) + (1 + transitivity×sentence type | set) + item order, family = “binomial”)

4.4.2. Reading time

The followings were removed from the analyses: trials for which the participants answered the comprehension task incorrectly (23.493%), RT data points that were extraordinarily short or long (e.g., shorter than 100 ms or longer than 4000 ms for Region 8; distribution histograms of the raw RT data were also available on the OSF page), and residuals that exceeded 3 SDs from the mean RT estimated by the final models (2.660%) (Arai and Roland 2016, Baayen 2008, Baayen and Milin 2010). Therefore, 26.153% of the data were excluded via the data screening.

The region-by-region mean RTs for each condition are illustrated in Figure 4. The regions of interest were Region 8, in which the verbs appeared, and Region 9 because the effects in Region 8 could spill over. The regions of interest or those that showed a significant effect are reported, except for Regions 11–14 because lexically different words were used across the conditions in these regions. Other effects were not significant (all p > 0.100).
An effect of item order was significant in all regions (all $p$s < 0.050). Prior to the critical regions, a significant effect of transitivity was found in Region 1 _The_, with a longer RT in the intransitive conditions ($p < 0.050$), and an effect of sentence type was found to be significant in Region 3 _who or of_, Region 4 _the_, and Region 7 _not_, reflecting a longer RT in the RC conditions than in the non-RC condition ($p$s < 0.050). An interaction of these two factors was marginally significant in Region 2 _colleague_ ($p = 0.092$).

The critical region (Region 8 _talk or respect_) exhibited a significant effect of transitivity owing to a longer RT in the transitive conditions than in the intransitive conditions, as seen in Table 7 and Figure 5. However, neither an effect of sentence type nor an interaction of transitivity and sentence type was significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(intercept)</td>
<td>699.580</td>
<td>38.863</td>
<td>18.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transitivity</td>
<td>51.301</td>
<td>24.931</td>
<td>2.058</td>
<td>0.040 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sentence type</td>
<td>−21.450</td>
<td>25.029</td>
<td>−0.857</td>
<td>0.392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transitivity×sentence type</td>
<td>26.958</td>
<td>49.923</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>0.589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>item order</td>
<td>−65.450</td>
<td>13.241</td>
<td>−4.943</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: $p < 0.050$

Final Model: lmer (RT ~ transitivity + sentence type + transitivity×sentence type + (1 | participant) + (1 | set) + item order)
In the spillover region, Region 9 or, the model revealed marginally significant effects of transitivity and sentence type, although their interaction was not significant, as shown in Table 8. The effect of transitivity reflected the same RT pattern as observed in Region 8, that is, there was a longer RT in the transitive conditions than in the intransitive conditions. The effect of sentence type was evidenced by an RT slowdown in the RC conditions relative to an RT in the non-RC conditions. The RT pattern for each condition is shown in Figure 6. Region 10 debate or scorn showed a significant effect of sentence type ($B = -53.807, SE = 22.340, t = -2.409, p = 0.016$) due to a longer RT in the RC conditions than in the non-RC conditions.

Table 8. Summary of fixed effect estimates of the LME model of the RT data in Region 9 or in Experiment 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(intercept)</td>
<td>509.322</td>
<td>15.261</td>
<td>33.375</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transitivity</td>
<td>24.027</td>
<td>12.944</td>
<td>1.856</td>
<td>0.064 †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sentence type</td>
<td>-25.316</td>
<td>12.963</td>
<td>-1.953</td>
<td>0.051 †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transitivity×sentence type</td>
<td>-4.031</td>
<td>25.878</td>
<td>-0.156</td>
<td>0.876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>item order</td>
<td>-35.125</td>
<td>6.806</td>
<td>-5.161</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†: $p < 0.100$, *: $p < 0.050$

Final Model: \(lmer(RT \sim \text{transitivity} + \text{sentence type} + \text{transitivity} \times \text{sentence type} + (1 | \text{participant}) + (1 | \text{set}) + \text{item order})\)
4.5. Discussion

Experiment 2 examined whether Japanese learners of English process filler-gap dependencies predictively by positing a gap before bottom-up verb information becomes available (i.e., predictive filler-driven parsing). In other words, Experiment 2 investigated whether Japanese learners postulate a direct object gap in advance of input of the actual verb and, as a consequence, predict a transitive verb during the processing of English filler-gap dependencies. If the dependency formation were driven by fillers, a transitivity mismatch effect should occur in the verb region; there would be a longer RT in the intransitive, RC condition (5a) than in the intransitive, non-RC condition (5b) and no such differences in the transitive conditions. However, no transitivity mismatch effect was observed in Experiment 2. The RT for the intransitive verb talk in the RC condition (5a) was not longer than in the non-RC condition (5b). Therefore, there was no supporting evidence for filler-driven parsing in the processing of filler-gap dependencies by Japanese learners of English.

Instead, the effect of sentence type was significant in the spillover regions, Regions 9 and 10, in which the RT was longer in the RC conditions than in the non–RC conditions. This finding indicated that the Japanese learners of English experienced more difficulty processing the verbs in the RC conditions than those in the non–RC conditions. This result is in line with the verb-driven hypothesis because it expects that the sentence processor initiates filler-gap dependency formation after the verb is encountered. The RT slowdown in the RC conditions could reflect a processing load associated with dependency formation based on bottom-up verb information. If this is the case, the results from Experiment 2 support the verb-driven analysis.

In the transitive, RC condition, the longer RT in this condition can be attributed to an additional processing load associated with the verb-driven object
gap postulation. That is, it is likely to be the case that the RT became slower in the transitive, RC condition because the sentence processor initiated object gap postulation as soon as it confirmed that the transitive verb could hold an object, resulting in a greater processing load than in the transitive, non-RC condition. The intransitive verbs also provide the processor rich bottom-up information about the gap position because most intransitive verbs used in the experiment took a prepositional phrase (PP) complement (e.g., the intransitive verb *talk* in (5) took a complement PP with a preposition *about*). Given this, the lexical information from the intransitive verbs was sufficient to lead the processor to posit a gap within the PP. The longer RTs for Regions 9 and 10 in the intransitive, RC conditions may be a consequence of this verb-driven PP-gap postulation.

Alternatively, there remains another possibility that is consistent with the verb-driven parsing hypothesis, that is, the RT slowdowns in the RC conditions in Regions 9 and 10 might be due to a filled-gap effect.\(^7\) In both the transitive, RC and intransitive, RC conditions, an appearance of the disjunction *or* is not consistent with the expected sentence structures based on the verb-driven bottom-up processing because both the transitive and intransitive verbs do not generate an expectation of the disjunction. As a result, the disjunction *or* could cause additional processing costs due to the mismatch between the already constructed structural representation and the actual input (i.e., the filled-gap effect). Regardless of whether those effects were due to the gap postulation process or the filled-gap effect, the RT slowdowns in Regions 9 and 10 support the bottom-up verb-driven parsing hypothesis that Japanese learners of English initiate the filler-gap dependency formation only after the verb is encountered because no transitivity mismatch effect was observed.

Nonetheless, there might remain a concern that there were no transitivity mismatch effects simply because the Japanese learners merely misinterpreted the intransitive verbs as transitive. However, the intransitive verbs used in Experiment 2 were not so difficult that the Japanese learners, whose English proficiency level was upper-intermediate, were not able to precisely process those intransitive verbs. Six of the eight intransitive verbs in the experiment (*complain, debate, worry, respond, smile, and agree*) are listed in the New JACET 8000 (JACET Basic Words Revision Committee 2016) as words to be learned during high school, and the other two intransitive verbs (*chat and bow*) are listed as required words for the university entrance exam. Therefore, the learners may not have incorrectly processed these intransitive verbs as transitive ones. Hence, the lack of transitivity mismatch effects in Experiment 2 cannot be attributed to just misinterpretation of the verbs by Japanese learners.

Overall, Experiment 2 demonstrates that Japanese learners of English are unlikely to form filler-gap dependencies in advance of the verb. Specifically, given

---

\(^7\) We would like to express our appreciation for a comment from an anonymous reviewer on this possibility.
that they might postulate a gap only after reading the verb, they do not predict gap positions. These results seem to suggest that the processing of English filler-gap dependencies by Japanese learners is driven by verbs rather than fillers, that is, incremental verb-driven parsing. This finding is consistent with findings in previous studies that argue that L2 learners have difficulty generating expectations in general (Dussias et al. 2013, Grüter et al. 2014, 2017, Hopp 2013, Ito et al. 2017, Kaan 2014, Kaan et al. 2010, Mitsugi and Macwhinney 2016). These studies explored the predictions in L2 processing at the discourse, semantic, or lexical levels. The present study extended these implications to syntactic predictions in the L2 processing of filler-gap dependencies.

5. General discussion

The present study examined whether filler-gap dependency formations are triggered by fillers or verbs (filler-driven parsing vs. verb-driven parsing) in Japanese learners’ processing of English filler-gap dependencies. Experiment 1 first examined whether Japanese learners of English create filler-gap dependencies as soon as the verb is encountered. Previous studies on L2 comprehension of English filler-gap dependencies have found that L2 learners complete dependency formation immediately after the verb. However, no research has demonstrated that Japanese learners use the same parsing mechanism. Therefore, Experiment 1 addressed this issue by using a plausibility mismatch paradigm. The results showed reliable plausibility mismatch effects in a verb region, with an RT disruption at the verb in implausible RC sentences, such as the parents who the infant did not feed a nutritious dish lost weight rapidly. This provides evidence of the hypothesis that Japanese learners of English accomplish the filler-gap dependency formation at least immediately after the verb. However, it remained unclear whether the dependency construction by Japanese learners is driven by fillers or verbs because the results of Experiment 1 could be explained with either the filler- or verb-driven parsing hypotheses, considering that both hypotheses assume that the processor posits a gap at least after the verb appears. Therefore, to obtain greater clarity, Experiment 2 directly tested these two hypotheses by focusing on a transitivity mismatch effect.

Experiment 2 investigated whether Japanese learners of English predictively postulate gaps even before confirming bottom-up verb information. The filler-driven parsing hypothesis expects that intransitive verbs induce an RT disruption due to a transitivity mismatch effect in a filler-gap dependency environment if Japanese learners predict a transitive verb as a consequence of the preverbal object gap postulation. However, no such effects were found in the current experiment. Instead, an RT for the verbs was slower in RC sentences than in non-RC sentences regardless of verb transitivity. This result is most likely to suggest that Japanese learners of English initiate the filler-gap dependency formation as soon as bottom-up verb information becomes available, and the RTs for both transitive and intransitive verbs therefore increased, reflecting processing costs associated with the verb-driven gap postulation process. Thus, Japanese learners are not
likely to postulate an object gap before reading the verb or predict verb transitivity. Experiment 2 supports the verb-driven parsing hypothesis that Japanese learners of English initiate filler-gap dependency building only after the verb is encountered.

The present study offers an implication for psycholinguistic research that aims to reveal prediction mechanisms in the human sentence comprehension system in the sense that it extends the generality of the hypothesis that predictive processes are more restricted in L2 comprehension compared to L1 comprehension (e.g., Grüter et al. 2017, Kaan 2014) to the processing of a structurally complex sentence, filler-gap dependency. In other words, the present finding is inconsistent with the argument that L2 learners process filler-gap dependencies with the same time-course fashion as do native speakers (Cunnings 2017, Felser 2015). However, further investigation is needed considering several limitations of the present study.

Although the present study indicates the possibility that L2 learners do not process filler-gap dependencies as predictively as do native speakers of English, no implication is given as to the issue of what induces L2 learners’ difficulty of generating predictions during the processing of filler-gap dependencies. Previous studies have suggested that either L2 proficiency (Dussias et al. 2013, Hopp 2013) or cognitive resources (Grüter et al. 2014, 2017) might cause difficulty with predictive processing in L2 sentence comprehension. This suggestion would warrant future research that examines a relationship between those factors and predictive filler-driven parsing in L2 comprehension by conducting experiments with L2 learners of English who have various individual differences. Furthermore, exploration of the influence of processing strategy in L1 to predictive processing in L2 would be necessitated. The present study only focused on Japanese learners of English, whose L1 has linguistically different properties from English in terms of canonical word order and wh-movement. It would be worth investigating whether L2 learners of English whose L1 is typologically closer to English predictively process English filler-gap dependencies.

Another possible factor for non-predictive L2 processing in a filler-gap dependency environment is related to structural revision (Jacob and Felser 2016, Jessen and Felser 2019, Roberts and Felser 2011). The filler-driven parsing hypothesis proposes that the sentence processor begins dependency formation as soon as it detects a filler. Assuming that the first available gap position is the subject position in most cases, the filler-driven hypothesis implies that structural revision is required when the subject position is filled with a lexical NP, such as in our experimental sentences, if the processor predictively postulates the subject gap. The processor is then unable to predict a direct object gap unless it correctly revises the initial subject-gap analysis immediately after the appearance of the actual subject NP. However, it has been argued that it is difficult for L2 learners to reanalyze a sentence structure that was built during the initial processing (Jacob and Felser 2016, Jessen and Felser 2019, Roberts and Felser 2011), thus indicating that revision difficulty in L2 comprehension may result in a weak or no preverbal prediction for a direct object gap or verb transitivity.
It may be possible to eliminate the potential effects of revision difficulty on the predictive filler-gap processing in L2 English by using sentences with *whom*, such as *the colleague whom the worker talked about yesterday quit his job*. The relative pronoun *whom* could rule out the possibility of positing a gap at the subject position and would allow for the testing of preverbal predictive processing by avoiding the influence of revision failure at the subject position. Another possible direction could be an exploration of preverbal subject-gap prediction in L2 English. Considering that the subject filled-gap effect also provides evidence for the filler-driven dependency formation, it would be worth investigating the effects in regard to the subject NPs. Although several previous studies aimed to test subject filled-gap effects in L2 English (Aldwayan, Fiorentino, and Gabriele 2010, Canales 2012, Johnson, Fiorentino, and Gabriele 2016), those studies seem to involve a methodological problem in that there remains a concern that the effects that they interpreted as the subject filled-gap effects were merely due to spillover effects of lexical difference in a previous region. They compared RTs of subject NPs like *Barbara* in sentences such as *My brother asked who Barbara will photograph us beside at the graduation* vs. *My brother asked if Barbara will photograph us beside Mom at the graduation*. Therefore, the word previous to the critical region was not lexically controlled, that is, *who* vs. *if*. Hence, further research is needed to reveal a more precise relationship between the revision process and the preverbal object prediction in L2 comprehension.

Another concern of the present study is the effect of participants’ L2 proficiency level. The participants in this study are primarily at the upper-intermediate level of English proficiency, and Experiment 2 did not show evidence that they process English filler-gap dependencies predictively to the same extent as do native speakers of English. However, L2 learners of English who have higher proficiency may engage in predictive processing. In fact, previous research has argued that the more proficient L2 learners become, the more predictive their processes are (Dussias et al. 2013, Hopp 2013). Thus, the current implication is restrictive in that the results infer that Japanese learners of English, at least whose English proficiency is at the upper-intermediate level, do not form English filler-gap dependencies as predictively as do native speakers of English. Further research is needed to evaluate the influence of L2 proficiency on predictive processing in L2 comprehension.

Moreover, the present study has a methodological limitation. This study used a self-paced reading method, in which participants were asked to read sentences phrase-by-phrase by pressing a button to unfold the next phrase. This method is useful for research that focuses on predictive processing in the sense that it potentially encourages them to predict the upcoming phrases by prohibiting them from seeing adjacent phrases parafoveally. However, the button pressing is a secondary task that would impose some cognitive resource requirement upon participants. Taking into account that limitation of cognitive capacity in L2 comprehension is a potential factor of L2 learners’ difficulty in generating predictions (Grüter et al. 2014, 2017), other experimental methodology should be considered that allows
participants to read sentences in a more natural way such as an eye-tracking reading experiment.

6. Conclusion
This study investigated the timing of filler-gap dependency formations in the processing of L2 English by Japanese learners, conducting two self-paced reading experiments. The results from Experiment 1 revealed that Japanese learners of English postulate an object gap immediately after reading the verb. However, Experiment 2 did not present any reliable evidence that they predict an object gap prior to the appearance of the actual verb. The results of Experiment 2 are consistent with the verb-driven parsing hypothesis that the sentence processor initiates gap-filling processes only after encountering the verb. Therefore, this study proposes that filler-gap dependency formations are triggered by bottom-up verb information in online L2 comprehension. However, further investigation is required to reveal what drives L2 learners’ difficulty in predicting gap positions without bottom-up information.
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本研究は、自己ベース読文実験を用いて、日本語母語話者が英語の関係節を読む際に、文中のどの時点で長距離依存関係を構築し始めるかを検証した。実験1では、関係節主要部と動詞の関係の関係節が不自然である場合に、動詞位置で読み時間の増大が確認された。この結果は、日本語母語話者が少なくとも動詞を読んだ直後に、長距離依存関係を構築していることを示唆している。さらに、もし関係節動詞が出現する前に、予測的に依存関係が構築されているなら、動詞が自己詞であった場合、予測との不一致により読み時間が増大するはずである。しかし実験2では、そのような結果は観察されなかった。つまり、日本語母語話者は、動詞を読む前に予測的に依存関係を構築しているわけではない可能性が示唆された。本研究は、非母語における予測的処理は限定的であるという先行研究の知見が、長距離依存関係という複雑な構造処理のレベルにまで該当することを示している。